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Obit
Services Today for 
Zoologist Moore
George M. Moore
Funeral services will be held at 2 
p.m. today in the Durham Community 
Church for Dr. George M. Moore, 61, 
a UNH zoologist for the past 23 years, 
who died suddenly Sunday morning at 
his home at 7 Faculty Road, Durham.
A well-known marine researcher, 
Moore served for 16 years as chair­
man of the University Department of 
Zoology and specialized in the study of 
New England coastal shellfish. He was 
a former staff member of the Marine 
Biology Laboratories at Woods Hole, 
Mass.
A native of Ohio, Moore graduated 
from Otterbein College and did gradu­
ate study at the University of Michigan, 
where he received a master’ s degree 
in 1932, and a Ph. D in philosophy in 
1938.
In recent years, Moore had taught 
primarily at the graduate level and had 
carried on extensive research activi­
ties along the New England coast.
Moore was studying seed oyster 
production in the waters of the Great 
Bay estuary under a New Hampshire 
Fish and Game Department grant, at 
the time of his death.
He was a member of the Society of 
Sigma Xi, the National Research So­
ciety, Phi Sigma, the New Hampshire 
Academy of Science, and Phi Kappa 
■ Phi. A fellow in the American Asso­
ciation for the Advancement of Sci­
ence. Moore had been cited in “ Ameri­
can Men of Science.”
He is survivedbyhis wife, the former 
Esther Farrelly, a reading specialist in 
the Oyster River District, who was cho­
sen “ New Hampshire’ s Teacher of the 
Year”  in 1967; two sons, Dennis W. 
Moore and Air Force Captain Charles 
CuvHs Moore; a grandson, and two 
sis.ers.
Group Formed to Study Vietnam Report
President John W. McConnell and 
David Jesson, president of the Stu­
dent Senate, announced Monday at a 
meeting of the Commission to Study 
the Vietnam War that they will move 
to establish a Commission on Con­
temporary Issues this week.
The Commission, which will include 
four students and three faculty mem­
bers with a student chairman, will be 
requested to give attention during the 
summer to developing specific recom­
mendations for implementing and car- 
raying out the Vietnam Commission 
report, included in this issue of THE
NEW HAMPSHIRE. Members will be 
appointed this week.
Tentative plans have been set for a 
University-wide meeting in the early 
fall to hear and discuss the proposals 
of the Commission for the 1968-69 
year. The meeting will be the first 
item of business for the University 
in the fall.
“ The President and the Council,”  
said W. Arthur Grant, special assist­
ant to the President, “ are strongly 
in support of the general themes and 
appreciate the fine work put into it.”
The Commission in itself, said 
Philosophy Professor Asher Moore,
Faculty Members Honored by 
OutstandingProfessorAward
Richard Schreiber of the College 
of Agriculture, Allen Linden of Liberal 
Arts, Robert Houston of Technology, 
and Allan Cohen of the Whittemore 
School will receive the first annual 
“ Outstanding Professor Awards”  given 
by the Student Senate.
The awards recognize “ the profes­
sors who have been able to achieve 
close relationships with their stu­
dents, who. have shown a genuine con­
cern for students in their classes, and 
who have functioned most effectively 
as teachers in the true sense of the 
word,”  according to Jeannette Roberts 
and Dave Chapman of the Senate Com-
of philosophy; Charles Wheeler, as­
sociate professor of chemistry; and 
Paul Wright, professor of zoology.
“ It is the feeling of many of the 
student senators that too often awards 
and recognition are given to profes­
sors on the basis of publications, re­
search, and grants, rather than on 
teaching ability,”  said Miss Roberts 
of SCER.
“ Since the primary function of the 
University of New Hampshire is the 
education of undergraduate students, 
it is felt that recognition should be 
given on the basis of good teaching 
ability,”  she added.
Cohen Houston
mittee on Educational Resources, which 
conducted the election of the profes­
sors Thursday. Students voted for 
one professor from each college.
Schreiber Linden
Runners-up were Alexander Amell, 
professor of chemistry; G. Harris 
Daggett, professor of English; Peter 
Fernald, assistant professor of psy­
chology; Erwin“ Jaffe, associate pro­
fessor of political science; Hans Heil- 
bronner, professor of history; Marcel 
Lavoie, associate professor of zool­
ogy; David Long, professor of history; 
Donald Murray, professor of English; 
Peter Sylvester, associate professor
The Student Senate, in defining the 
pilrpose of the award, also noted that 
the Educational Policies Committee 
Report p u b l i s h e d  last year said, 
“ Greater attention will quickly be given 
to teaching if good teaching is sig­
nificantly and obviously rewarded,”  
Students were permittedto vote for 
one professor from each college.
Miss Roberts explained that the vot­
ing was University-wide because, ac­
cording to the EPC report, “ Students, 
colleagues, and administrators are all 
concerned with an individual’ s teach­
ing performance, so all three groups 
must participate in an evaluation.”
Student Senate Votes to Join Controversial NSA
The Student Senate voted Monday 
night to join the controversial Na­
tional Student Association, an organ­
ization of college and university stu­
dents which has recently been criti­
cized for accepting financial aid from 
the United States Central Intelligence 
Agency. NSA claims they severed 
all ties with that agency two years 
ago.
The Senate, in a three-hour meet­
ing, voted to join the NSA after a 
lengthy debate.
Senators also heard a report from 
the Student Rules Committee on cur­
fews, alcohol, and parietal rules.
The Committee announced that it 
will recommend the extension of the 
self-imposed curfew system to sopho­
more women, to become effective in 
the fall of 1968.
In addition, the Committee proposed
several changes in the existing alco­
hol policies on camous.
“ This new policy places the em­
phasis on conduct and responsible ac­
tion by all,”  according to the com­
mittee report. The revised policy 
would read:
“ Alcoholic Beverages: N. H. state 
laws prohibit 1) possession of alco­
holic beverages by minors, 2) sale 
of alcoholic b e v e r a g e s  to minors, 
and 3) transportation of alcoholic bev­
erages by minors. A minor is de­
fined as any person under 21 years 
of age.
“ Any irresponsible action result­
ing from drinking or drunkenness will 
be considered contrary to the Uni­
versity policy of general conduct.
In another proposed change of e- 
xisting rules, the committee recom­
mended that “ each residence hall, or
house, by majority vote, is entitled 
to up to 35 hours per week of pa­
rietal hours, between the hours of 
12 noon and midnight.”
The Rules Committee said that such 
a policy should be student-enforced.
“ There need not be an R. A., house 
officer, nor any other ‘ proctor on 
duty’ . Doors may be opened or closed, 
providing for the greatest comfort and 
ensured privacy for entertainment and 
relaxation.
“ Any excessive noise, damage to 
personal property, or conduct which 
fellow students find incompatible with 
cooperative living may be reported to 
an R. A. or directly to house council.”  
All of the rule changes proposed by 
the Committee now must be approved 
by University officials before they can 
take effect.
chairman of the Vietnam Commission, 
will have no effect, but it offers an 
opportunity for the students to “ util­
ize the human resources in ways that 
seem to them meaningful.
“ If the students become involved in 
the Commission, they could help to 
bring together on campus in a more 
academic way what the students can 
do about social realities they feel 
urgent about outside of the University,”  
Moore continued.
“ The curriculum of the University,”  
said Moore, “ will be more flexible 
and responsible to public affairs under 
this Commission.”  Thg executive di­
rector of the Commission will be a 
man whose job is to “ stimulate, en­
courage, and support the faculty and 
students in contemporary issues, which 
is recognized by the granting of aca­
demic credit.
“ Two things may happen under this 
commission: the students may decide 
it is just the University, and refuse to 
recognize the University can be of 
value to the students; or they can 
use this opportunity,”  added Moore.
Copies of the report will be printed 
for faculty members and distributed 
to them in their mail this week.
Address Required 
For Fall Sdiedule
Registrar Leslie Turner has an­
nounced that a new procedure for stu­
dent registration will be implemented 
for the fall semester.
Each student will receive an address 
card along with his tuition bill during 
the summer. Students will be asked 
to designate their campus addresses 
and return the card promptly.
If the card is not returned, the pre- 
registration schedules will be retained 
at the registrar’ s office until the stu­
dent verifies his campus address.
“ By doing this,”  Turner said, “ we 
will not only avoid a lot of confusion, 
but we should be able to issue an accu­
rate student directory early in the 
year.”
In addition to the change in pre-regis­
tration procedure, changes are also be­
ing made in the form and content of 
ID cards. Beginning next fall students 
will receive their IDs a moment after 
their pictures are taken.
“ Under the previous system, ten 
per cent of the students were usually 
without their IDs. If a student wanted 
a cold beer but didn’ t have his ID, he 
usually went dry. Now he won’ t have to 
put up with this, unless, of course, he 
isn’ t of age to begin with,”  said Turner,
The cards will be issued in a color 
sequence which will correspond to the 
individual’ s class standing. Each per­
son will be mailed a non-transferrable 
student validation sticker which is to be 
secured to the back ofhis ID card. This 
sticker plus the addition of his social 
security number will complete the stu­
dent’ s new ID.
Turner said, “ In the future when we 
begin to use electronic computers, a 
student’ s social security number will be 
the only number that he’ ll have to con­
tend with. Since the social s e c u r i t y  
number is the only one that truly iden­
tifies a person, it’ s the logical change­
over. It’ s wise to begin now.
“ The new changes,”  said Turner, 
“ should not only put a stop to the 
intentional misuse of student ID cards, 
but also should personalize matters 
somewhat. We never think of a per­
son as just a number. The use of 
numbers is a matter of necessity and 
of facility for all concerned.”
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They Got Clean
Students Join McCarth y ’s kidiana‘Crusade*
by Pat Broderick 
Staff Reporter
Twenty-two UNH students 
joined the “ Children’ s Cru­
sade”  of Senator Eugene Mc­
Carthy this month as volunteer 
workers in the May 7 Indiana 
Primary.
The students arrived several 
days before the primary by plane 
and car, receiving room and
board free at the private homes its needs.”  
of McCarthy supporters. The Rosenblatt and three other stu- 
entire trip, according to the stu- dents, Mary Mayers, Jim Coyne, 
dents, cost them only $15. and Craig Salomon, were sta-
“ Indiana is divided up into tioned at the McCarthy headquar- 
Congressional Districts,”  said ters in Kokomo, where 130 vol- 
Lee Rosenblatt, the University unteers worked on the campaign, 
sophomore who organized the Although Miss Mayers is the 
trip. “ The central office in only one in the group of voting 
Indianapolis assigned the volun- age, the others were equally 
teers to districts according to involved in the campaign.
We did simple jobs,”  said 
Salomon, a junior and treasurer 
of the Student Senate. “ Most 
of us canvassed from house to 
house or folded pamphlets. I 
ran a sound truck in rural areas.”  
“ Without student support, Mc­
Carthy’ s popularity would be in­
significant,”  he continued. “ It 
was predicted the McCarthy 
would get 18 percent of the vote
laughing and loving in tlio new roniantie inniiedy.
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in Indiana, but he got 27 percent. 
The student participation was in­
valuable.”
Participatory Democracy
The students expressed vary­
ing attitudes on the campaign, 
Indiana, and McCarthy, which 
were both favorable and unfav­
orable.
“ After spending over a  week 
In Indiana,** said Rosenblatt, who 
had never before participated in  
a po litica l campaign; 
beginning to realize how ignorant 
the American public really is, 
why the United States gets in­
volved in stupid wars, and why 
there is a race problem.”
He said, however, that the 
campaign was “ an example of 
participatory democracy, and 
was meaningful,”  because of 
“ the indivudual efforts of thou­
sands of supporters, not money or 
political patronage.”
John T. Christie, a junior at 
the University, who was stationed 
in South Bend, commented that, 
“ it was a poorly organized cam­
paign,”  and that there were “ too 
many chiefs and not enough In­
dians. The Indians did all the 
work.”
“ I learned more that week,”  
continued Miss Mayers, “ than 
I did the whole semester. The 
young people were running things. 
They had to take their own initia­
tive, because there was no pres­
sure.”
"Communists"
“ It was an opposite idea to a 
political machine, because it de­
pended on the volunteer, not pro­
fessional politicians,”  added 
Miss Mayers. “ There was a sur­
prising amount of people under 
voting age working on the cam­
paign.”
According to some of the vol­
unteers, they met with some op­
position in the “ conservative 
mid-west state,”  being called 
such things as “ hopeless ideal­
ists,”  and in a few cases, “ Com­
munists.”
“ There were tanks and war 
monuments in every park, and 
draft posters all over,*’ said 
Rosenblatt, explaining the gen­
eral atmosphere in the “ conser­
vative state”  against the more 
“ radical peace stand”  of the 
McCarthy campaign. “ All the 
young men seemed to want to 
join the Marines. That is what 
we were up against.”
"Be  Clean for Gene"
“ Be Clean for Gene”  became 
the slogan for the McCarthy cam­
paign, in which beards and mini­
skits were frowned upon.
“ One volunteer,”  said Salo­
mon, “ was getting a haircut out 
in an alley at 12:30 at night. When 
I asked a lady her opinion of my 
hair, she told me that it was 
shorter than Kennedy’ s .”
“ Mini-skirts did boost the 
morale at the headquarters,”  ad­
mitted Salomon. “ But they had 
to stay in the back and lick 
stamps.”
“ The campaign,”  said Miss 
Mayers, ‘ ‘ did attract some alien­
ated students, but once they found 
something to work for they were 
willing to give up their beards. 
It was an opportunity for young 
people to go out there and voice 
their opinions.”
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Bulletinboard
Architectural Seminar
A -five-member team of edu­
cators and architects will spend 
three days on the University of 
New Hampshire campus this week 
in a preliminary evaluation of the 
need for architects and architec­
tural education opportunities in 
northern New England.
The committee, appointed by 
the national office of the Ameri­
can Institute of Architects, is 
coming to UNH at the request 
of the New Hampshire, Maine 
and Vermont AIA chapters, who, 
with the public universities in 
these states, are jointly exploring 
the possibilities of a northern 
New England regional school of 
architecture.
Arriving here Tuesday, May 
21, the five nationally prominent 
architects will meet with repre­
sentatives of the three state chap­
ters and the three universities.
Manufacturing Seminar
A seminar entitled “ Product 
Development Management”  will 
be held at the University of New 
Hampshire Friday, sponsored by 
the Clearinghouse of Emerging 
Managerial Technologies.
At least 30 Granite State manu­
facturers are expected to attend 
the day’ s sessions, which will 
begin at 8":30 a.m. in the Memorial 
Union. The program is open to 
the public by registering at the 
door. A fee of $5 will be char­
ged, including the cost of a 
luncheon.
The seminar is being held 
under the State Technical Ser­
vice Act, and is intended to pro­
vide an overview of the problems 
and techniques involved in mana­
ging product development.
Keynote speaker will be UNH 
Associate Professor of Business 
Administration Donald C. Mar- 
schner, who will discuss ‘ ' Mana­
gement of Product Develop­
ment.”  Dr. Thomas W. Holland, 
assistant professor of business 
administration, will talk on “ New 
Dimensions in Marketing Re­
search,”  and Assistant Pro­
fessor Stephen R. Jenks will dis­
cuss “ Organizational Barriers 
to Product Development.”
During the final session of the 
day, Dr. Richard L. Mills, as­
sistant professor of business and 
economics, will describe the ser­
vices of the recently-created 
Clearinghouse of Emerging Man­
agerial Technologies,and will ask 
for suggestions from manufac­
turers for better service. Es­
tablished under the State Techni­
cal Services Act, CEMT now at­
tempts to communicate to state 
manufacturers new developments 
in management science, product
development, logistics and inven­
tory control.
Australian PolHkian
A colorful member of the Aus­
tralian Parliament will spend two 
days on the University of New 
Hampshire campus May 21-22 
discussing his country with stu­
dents.
Douglas Darby, M.P., a mem­
ber of the New South Wales 
Parliament representing Manly 
for the past 23 years, will visit 
Durham during a tour of colleges 
in the U.S. and Canada.
He will speak from 3:30-5 p.m. 
in Hamilton Smith Hall, Room 
127 on Tuesday and Wednesday, 
discussing Australian economic 
problems and the government and 
foreign policy of the country.
His talks are open to the pub­
lic, and the audience will be able 
to question the speaker.
Darby migrated to Australia 
from England in 1926 as a ship’ s 
steward, attended Sydney Teach­
ers College and was graduated 
from Sydney University. He has 
been an editor of newspapers, 
magazines and other publica­
tions, is a newspaper columnist, 
and has hosted a daily radio 
program which might be com­
pared to Ann Landers in U.S. 
papers.
According to biographical 
notes. Darby worked passage in­
cognito around the world as a. 
galley hand on a merchant ship 
to obtain first-hand knowledge of 
working conditions in 1948, and 
later worked as a factory hand 
to study labor conditions in in­
dustry.
His special interests in Parlia­
ment have included mental hospi­
tal reform, child welfare and 
orphan care, education for the 
mentally retarded, housing and 
care for the aged and housing 
for the “ young married.”
People’s March
A talk by Hank Randell, New 
Hampshire representative of the 
Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference, which was scheduled 
for Monday night, has been re­
scheduled for Thursday evening 
at 7:30 p.m. in the Durham Room 
of the Memorial Union. Randell 
will speak on the “ Poor People’ s 
Campaign,”  and will answer 
questions from anyone interested 
in participating.
Emergency Planning
A cooperative effort by two 
departments of the University 
of New Hampshire, with the as­
sistance of Carroll County 
officials and the State Civil De­
fense Agency, will enable com­
munity leaders in the county to 
become the first county-wide 
group in the state to be briefed 
on emergency planning.
A conference will be given at 
7 p.m. at Tamworth School audi­
torium Wednesday evening, and 
reservations have already been 
received from officials in Bart­
lett, Conway, Wolfeboro, Os- 
sipee. Intervale, Chatham, Tam­
worth, Center Sandwich and 
Eaton.
Arrangements for the confer­
ence were made by John F. 
Damon, county agriculture agent 
of the UNH Cooperative Exten­
sion Service. The program will 
be presented by instructors from 
the UNH Extension Civil Defense 
Training Program staff.
YA Studeuts
All students receiving VA Edu­
cational Assistance of any kind 
must return the data card re­
ceived with last month’ s check 
to the VA immediately or the 
final month’ s check will not be 
processed, according to the reg­
istrar.
Junior Class Council
All sophomores who would like 
to work on next year’ s Junior 
Class Council should contact 
Carmen Fratarolli, class presi­
dent, at Ext. 691. The Council 
will meet for the first time this 
’week.
Library Books
All those with library books 
still out should return them as 
soon as possible.
Books which have not been 
charged out through the usual 
channels will be accepted with­
out embarrassing questions. The 
library Is more interested in 
keeping its book collection rea­
sonably intact than in punitive 
measures.
Correction
The lecture by Robert Hlckok 
today will be held in the Strafford 
Room of the Memorial Union, 
not at the Field House as prev­
iously announced. He will speak 
at 10 a.m. on Handel’ s “ Saul.”
Fall Orientation
There will be a meeting Thurs­
day, May 23, 1968 at 7:00 p.m. 
in the Carroll-Belknap Room of 
the Memorial Union for all those 
who are interested in being group 
discussion co-leaders for the 
Fall Orientation Group Discus­
sions to be held for the fresh­
men Monday, Sept. 16, 1968. No 
qualifications are needed except 
to be willing to help direct group
Students Organize, 
Form New Fraternity
SU M M ER JOBS
ASHW ORTH HOTEL, HAMPTON BEACH  
Now taking applications for season 
June 14 — Sept. 15
Cooks Desk Clerk Hostess — Cashier 
Bus Boys Night Clerk Waitresses (Exp.) 
Bellman
Apply to Norman Grandmaisin
College Corner Restaurant
Main Street
7 — 10 P.M. Thursday, May 23 — or — by appointment
UNH may soon have a new 
fraternity. Twenty-six students 
who hope to found a new chapter 
are being advised by Alpha Ep­
silon Pi, a national fraternity 
with houses on 92 campuses.
The students call their group 
th Study Group for Fraternity 
Expansion, the name they will 
use until they receive University 
and national sanction. They can be 
identified by their bright, striped 
armbands.
The founders use their arm- 
bands to generate cimiosity and 
excitement throughout the cam­
pus and to unify the prospective 
brothers, according to David 
Hoch, newly-elected Master of 
the Chapter.
Hoch started plans for a new 
chapter after he met with AE'IT 
brothers from Northeastern Uni­
versity. He circulated the idea 
of a new chapter among friends, 
and said he found considerable 
support for the idea.
A University committee headed 
by Dean Richard Stevens, and 
composed of the Student Senate, 
the University Senate, the Pan- 
hellenic Council, IFC, and a 
group of fraternity advisors is 
also studying the need for a new 
house. According to Hoch, the 
members are expected to give 
their sanction to Dean of Students 
C. Robert Keesey within the next 
week. Keesey must give final 
approval before a colony can 
start._________________________ _
discussions with the new fresh­
men on the various aspects of 
campus and academic life. If 
you would like to be a co-leader 
but cannot make the meeting, 
please contact Kathy Davidson at 
eXt. 322 or 2271, or Edna Gab­
riel at ext. 321.
(photo by Wheatley)
“ National sanction will follow 
almost immediately,”  Hoch said, 
“ and then we can begin looking 
for a house.”
Founders say other fraternity 
opinions regarding the new 
chapter are favorable. The 26 
students have been to many of the 
fraternities to solicit opinion and 
advice. The men received help 
on rushing procedures from SAE 
and TKE, and on their kitchen from 
AGR.
“ The houses have been very 
helpful to us,”  said Hoch. He 
feels there is no animosity from 
older, established fraternities.
The founders elected officers 
last week. They are: Master, 
Dave Hoch; Lieutenant Master, 
Dave Spicer; Scribe, Dave Sha­
piro; Exchequer, Greg Franklin, 
and Member-at-Large Ed Don­
ley.
U N ITA R JA N  U N IV ER S A LIST FELLOWSHIP  
Sunday — 10 a.m. —  20 Madbury Road
May 26: C O M M U N ICA T IO N S  
George E. Mellor
Director, Lamont Art Gallery Exeter 
Y O U  AR E WELCOME
CASH
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10 AM  to 4 PM
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W E 'LL  BU Y  A N Y  BO OK R ESA LE A B LE  
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V 'ie w p o i^
Campaigns and Class
It is obvious from the response to last 
Thursday's class officer elections, that 
few students feel a need for class officers. 
There were only two contested positions 
among the eight offices of the junior and 
senior classes.
In the senior class presidential election, 
the winner received 150 votes to the chal­
lengers 50. The senior class has over a 
thousand members, yet only 200 found 
time or reason to vote.
The situation was almost identical in 
the junior class. In the vice-presidential 
election, the winner received 135 votes 
while his opponent earned 75. Again, in 
a class of over a thousand, only 210 
students voted.
Not one of the ten candidates mounted 
any sort of campaign. A  few posters a- 
bout campus hardly give the student 
body any Indication of a candidate's aims. 
Most of the slogans centered on chang­
ing "class apathy." Saying there is too 
much apathy in the student body is a 
statement of fact, not a sufficient plat­
form for election.
The situation has deteriorated to such 
an extent that class officers could be 
eliminated.
Apathy
will probably be faced with the 
Army before I will. But, I am 
also going in when I get out. 
Don’ t think that I am saying all 
this, and then I am not going in
Kosm atka Defends Patrhlisni
To the Editor:
You may say that I have ac­
complished what I attempted to 
do in my first letter — arouse 
the people on this campus.
It ha«; hPPn arniiPri that rlac<i nffirpr«; Whether or not they agree with myself. As a matter of fact, II nas oeen argueo max ciass orricers me is their own personal right— the Army is the only service
ara nacassary to raisa monay for tha class but as long as there was a re - branch for which I am physically 
gift, sponsor dances and concerts, and action, you may say that I am qualified. I was refused an ap-
satisfied. It is necessary to start pointment at Annapolis for this 
arrange the senior outing. The Student people thinking, acting and reason, as  you might guess, I 
Senate could easily set up a committee speaking, it is not good to sit am one of the few who want to go, 
of four students from each class to carry back in a stupor and watch this mainly because I feel it is my 
r»i It thoco fi motirinc mess Of a world go around With- duty. There is not much more
OUT inese Tunciions. trying to do something about to say about this letter.
Selection of this committee by the it. i wish to thank Mr. piwowar-
It is now time for me to react ski for his comments. I fully 
to some of the reactions I’ve agree with most of them. He 
received. First of all, I received wrote a very well thought of and 
a lot of praise, believe it or not, well constructed letter. Let me
Executive Council of the Senate would 
certainly be as representative of campus 
opinion as the recent elections.
A  second means of reorganization from many people who didn’ t say this however. The comments
would be redesigning and strengthening >“«'>' “ y i about the poll taken by
I •  ̂ 3 3 name. As far as they were con- this newspaper were mainly
the present election system. cerned, it was about time som e- against the manner in which they
Students seeking office should be re- one said something, as  far as were presented. The poll was
quired to submit petitions a minimum of backlash, only one person com - close and there was no clear cut
^ I . r ^ I I • . • . mented against it before I read victory either way. But the text
two weeks before the election which
would extend the campaign period.
There should be a forum for candi­
dates to debate platforms and issues.
Candidates unopposed for office
should be required to obtain at least a 
third of their class vote to hold office.
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE. And of the story was, in my opinion, 
that naturally came from som e- ‘ slightly’ biased. That is what 
one named Steve Levenson. I did not like. You may say, Mr.
Now, I will take time out to Piwowarski, that I wished to 
further explain my views on some start “ the ball rolling’ ’ , and 
subjects which need clarity, as that I fully succeeded in doing, 
brought out by the reactions: A person must do something
In response to Mr. Ugarte’ s strong and sometimes revolting 
letter, let me say, once again, to other people to get a basic
This would guarantee that the candidate thank God I’ m not under Ms point across. Now that the point
definition of “ typical’ ’ . The only is home, I have to clean up 
thing typical about him is that after it, for it seemed to go 
he is a member of the elite astray on the way. I personally 
“ future drop-outs of UNH’ ’ if he am, believe it or not, a middle- 
keeps up his “ typical’ ’ grade of-the-reader as far as Vietnam, 
. / / I  average. The people who maybe inclined more toward the
system has certainly not alleviated class are on campus right now (most “ right” . I do not believe in
is a desirable class leader.
The class officer system should be 
either redesigned oF eliminated before 
the next class elections. The present
apathy.'
Fried Comments on McConne/Z's Fairy Tale
To the Editor: and proper respect in building a much damage the tag “ good
Unfortunately, I did not have well-rounded character). But fairies”  could cause the Uni- 
the pleasure of hearing Dr. Mo- since calling anything “ beau- versity were it to fall into the 
Connell’ s recent speech to tiful”  implies a positive value- hands of an unscrupulous detrac- 
parents and students, the one judgment, the term “ Sleeping tor like the infamous Mr. Loeb. 
in which, as reported in the May Beauty,”  applied to the student Think of that!
15 issue of THE NEW HAMP- body, gives official acceptance to 
SHIRE, he “ compared the what should be otherwise offici- 
internal working of a University ally condemned.
to the story of Sleeping Beauty.”  . . . .
Perhaps the account of his an- Secondly, I find the assign- ^
alogy was quoted out of context, ment of members of the faculty  ̂ 100-year s
but as reported, it represents a to positions of “ good fairies”  
rather curious commentary on to be a most unfortunate choice 
the idea of a University. As- of vocabulary. Professors, it
But my criticism of Dr. Mc­
Connell’ s analogy is not entirely 
unfavorable. I think his advo-
of them anyway) do not qualify escalation, but neither do I 
under that definition of typical, believe in complete withdrawal. 
There is not really much to say I do not believe I am a blind 
about this letter except - ‘ huh’ I patriot, but neither am I an 
To begin with, patriotism is not extreme leftist. I also fully 
needless. It is extremely nec- realize this country is far from 
essary. The people who protest, perfect - however, there are 
whether I agree with them or better, more effective ways of 
not, are patriotic in their own changing things we do not agree 
way. They feel that it is un- with or dislike than by burning 
patriotic to fight in South Viet- draft cards, taking a one way trip 
nam -  so be it! The biggest to Canada, sitting in front of 
thing that hit me was what I said public buildings or picketing in 
about long hair. I do not wear front of War Memorials on the 
my hair exactly short either -  but Durham common every Wed- 
what I said was in connection to nesday afternoon. Some of these 
Mr. Roller’ s point about the short methods include the vote as well 
hair characterizing the U.S. as writing, which does really ac- 
Army and the fact that all the complish quite a bit. There is 
veterans are good for is taking one problem now which to me is
sleep, is exactly what is needed 
to check the climate of dissen-
___  Sion that is currently impeding ^
signing to the student body the seems to me, have a hard enough ^̂ s steaejy progress of A m eric^  orders. You may say that I blew much worse than the Vietnam 
role of “ Sleeping Beauty”  infers time establishing a viable mas- towards total immobil-
a profoundly apathetic, if not culine presence in the classroom suggestion that Sleep-
comatose, attitude by students to- (and elsewhere) without being student body)
wards their educational goals, called “ fairies.”  Needless to sleep for ‘ only another
Admittedly, yawning and oc- say, the name puts the whole y e ^ s  will undoubtedly _ _  ̂ _____  ̂ ____________ _____
casional dozing and even day- matter of faculty-administration sending the Umv^sity of extremes. Now, secondly, for an here at home that is in any way
dreaming do take place in the ‘ cooperation’ in a rather strange “ ^ P Sh ire into the Twenty- apathetic .individual, you, Mr. helping to alleviate the problem.
ties”  and “ fairies”  too
my cool in not clarifying that war. It is the racial crisis, 
statement further. As it was. But while all the “ loyal”  Am- 
I made it seem as though I was ericans are complaining about the 
against it. In a limited sense unjust war in Southeast Asia, 
I am, but only when it goes to they are doing almost nothing
classroom. I would be the first light. University teachers have Ugarte, are certainly the direct Our country attempted to follow 
to admit that this problem ex- enough difficulty convincing the oPPOsite. It is a small point, the opinion of many in not going
ists in my own Freshman Eng- farm ers-in-overalls in Concord, picayune, but if you in after the USS PUEBLO after
were apthetic, you would not it was captured. After all welish sections (though steps are for whose beneficence their very trouble the Sleeping Kingdom,
being taken to see that offending jobs are indebted, that we do ac- Robert L. Fried
students are carefully reminded complish “ a man’ s work”  here Graduate Assistant
o f the value of good manners at the University. Just think how in English
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write! The point about “ patriot- didn’ t want another “ unpro- 
i m went out with Benedict yoked”  conflict. Where did it 
Arnold, and imperialism went out get us? Nowhere! Thank you 
with the horse and buggy”  is very much for your well thought 
really something to crow about, of comments Mr. Piwowarski. 
There Is a need for PATRIOT- In conclusion, let me alsocon- 
ISM, It hasn’ t left us yet! If gratulate Mr. Levenson for his 
you had made a simple study into firm stand(?). For without people 
Andrew Moore facts, you would realize that like him on campus, my argu- 
FredHead Arnold was extremely pat- ment wouldn’t hold air. It is 
riotic in what he did. He felt also good to see people back him
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Kevin D. Kennedy ,
Sandra Ahem would lose to the British in letters right next to the letters
and it would be better for all saying that I am wrong in be- 
_  „  involved (patriotism!) if the war lieving the impression given by
Ro,er Sanborn, Phil MmmVKen Wheatley, Bob Marttk T f /  U»‘ vers«y  to people on the
, you that imperialism is outdated, outside is one condoning draft-
And it is as far as we are con- dodging. It makes my argument 
cerned. There is no need to stronger. I wish Mr. Levenson 
mention imperialism in your the best of luck in the future, 
letter unless you feel that we are seeing as he is soon moving 
being imperialistic. We are not! to a cooler climate, for we don’ t 
However, the Chinese Communist really need people like him to 
doctrine of world domination is right to world. Thank you again 
imperialistic. That is what we for the opportunity to be heard 
must fight. Since you believe through your newspaper, 
you are “ the typical student” , Ronald Kosmatka
or at least an example of him, you Engelhard! Hall
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Jenks Chairman of Government Organization 
Committee to Improve University Government
Union Chef Retires
Stephen Jenks, assistant pro­
fessor of business, has been 
named chairman of a committee 
of Government Organization. The 
committee was formed by Presi­
dent McConnell, David Jesson 
and Professor Jenks in response 
to a request from the Faculty 
Council for a means to generate 
proposals for the improvement of 
overall university government.
The committee has two tasks: 
(1) to make specific proposals
for improving the efficiency of the 
decision-making process in the 
governing bodies of the university 
and (2) to make specific pro­
posals for more direct student 
participation in overall univer­
sity decision-making.
Professor Jenks stressed that- 
the committee considers its 
major task to be the meaningful 
involvement of all parts of the 
university community in the de­
velopment of these proposals and
recommendations. The new com­
mittee currently consists of six 
members: President McConnell, 
Dean Richard Stevens, Pro­
fessors Stephen Jenks and Rich­
ard Schreiber, David Jesson 
and Bob Sawyer.
As the committee begins its 
work, the members would like 
to have all interested persons 
contact them with comments, re­
actions, suggestions or other 
kinds of help.
AGR Urges Reading with ’A Little Sophistication'
To the Editor:
The April 26 issue of THE NEW 
HAMPSHIRE carried an article 
about some of the more unusual 
activities of the Alpha Gamma 
Rho pledge class.
If the purpose of the article 
was to give a humorous expose' 
of the lighter side of our pledge 
program, we thought it was well 
done. The very headlines above 
the article (Rebellion! Pledges 
Pull Switch, Hell Breaks Loose) 
certainly suggested that this was 
the purpose of the story. We 
therefore assumed that readers 
would not believe literally that we 
suspended a pledge from our 
dining room ceiling, or that a bro­
ther was forced to walk back from 
a three mile ride barefoot. These 
incidents did occur, but in their 
total context do not seem nearly 
as inhumane. The suspended 
pledge was supported by cushions 
from beneath, and the barefoot 
brother chose to be so as the 
weather was very warm.
We regret that not all readers
saw the article in the light in 
which it was written. And we 
apologize to the University ad­
ministration for the unnecessary 
“ feedback”  it received because 
of this. We also hope that the 
folks whom we upset were not too 
disturbed by literal interpre­
tations of Deans McQuade and 
Stevens opening “ grassing sea­
son”  after which a number of 
couples entered the College 
Woods, “ blanets imder arm and 
‘ mysterious cylindrical cans’ in 
hand.”
Let’ s read humor with a little 
sophistication. You’ ll enjoy it 
more and have more energy to get 
upset about things that are worth 
being upset about.
And if anyone writes an article 
about how our 27 pledges par­
ticipated 100% in the blood drive, 
treated the SCORE children and 
their tutors to a play at Johnson 
Theater, worked constructively 
around our house, or of the re­
sponsibilities they have assumed 
as new brothers in managing their
own home while here in Durham, 
I hope the readers will take that 
article seriously. It is these 
activities and responsibilities 
which are a very real part of the 
Greek system here at UNH. But 
they are seldom recognized and 
certainly are not material for 





Today’ s NEW HAMPSHIRE is 
the last edition for this semester. 
We will resume regular publica­
tion next fall. However, there 
will be a special edition of THE 
NEW HAMPSHIRE this summer. 
The advertising deadline for the 
summer issue is Monday, May 27.
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE will 
continue to be published twice 
weekly next year but publica­
tion days will be changed. This 
year the paper was distributed 
on Wednesday and Friday, next 
year it will “ hit the stands”  on 
Tuesday and Friday.
After ten years as a University employee. Chef Roger Purslow 
is retiring. He started as second cook when the Memorial Union 
Building opened, in February 1958. In 1961 he was promoted to 
head chef and has remained at that position since.
Purslow is responsible for all the menus in the Uni(m, ordering 
all meats, and the operation of the Union kitchen. In the past 
five years he has also directed all the buffets served by the Union 
food service.
“ Through his direction we have increased our volume of catering 
by at least three times money wise in the past ten years. Buffet 
diners especially like his Steamship Round of beef, which Roger 
himself carves at the buffet table. The people really enjoy watching 
him, but he enjoys it more,”  said George Hartwell, Food Manager 
at the MUB.
University policy requires that staff employees retire at age 
seventy. Purslow turned seventy April 15 this year. Graduation 
Day, June 9, will be his last working day.
Hartwell said that Purslow hopes to continue working someplace 
else. “ I know he would like to continue working here but University 
policy won’ t permit it.”
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University Roie Defined . . .
President John W. McConnell 
University of New Hampshire 
Durham, New Hampshire
Dear President McConnell:
We deliver herewith for transmis 
Sion to the University the report with 
which the University Senate and the 
Student Senate charged us.
Recognizing that the Vietnam War 
is an immediate and extraordinary 
crisis in the nation’s affairs, we con­
sidered at length the possibility of an 
immediate and extraordinary demon 
stration of the University's concern. 
We decided not to recommend that the 
University officially undertake such 
a demonstration this spring.
Given the heavy demands of end-of- 
term, combined with the nationwide 
relaxation, deplorable but undeniable, 
which has accompanied peace over­
tures, we believe a large-scale under­
taking at this moment would be an 
expensive failure. More important is 
our sense that any program which 
could be mounted in the time avail 
able (nine days, at most) would be 
a gesture, and that it would be bet 
ter to concentrate our energies on 
programs which, while they could not 
come to fruition until autumn, would 
be substantial, educationally produc 
tive, and the result of the informed, 
responsible planning which the Uni­
versity expects of itself. We invite 
those who feel the need for immediate 
action to join in the immediate task 
of designing and implementing a pro­
gram which will not be a gesture.
Judging that we had neither time 
nor qualifications to address ourselves 
to the substance of the War, we have 
tried to suggest structures through 
which the University might react more 
quickly and effectively to critical situa­
tions as they occur and to formulate 
principles to guide such response. We 
believe the War and its impact should 
be the first and urgent business of the 
structure we recommend. We shall 
judge our success or failure by whe­
ther, next October, better qualified 
talents than oiurs are brought to bear 













The University of New Hampshire
Commission to Study the Vietnam
War
THE U N IV E R S IT Y  
A N D  SO C IA L  ACTION
Report of The University of New 
Hampshire Commission for the Study 
of the Vietnam War
What position should the University 
of New Hampshire adopt on the Viet­
nam War and generally on critical 
public issues?
In the presence of such social crises 
as the Vietnam War, what is the speci­
fic responsibility of the University of 
New Hampshire as an institution of 
higher education and research?
What should be the attitude of the 
University of New Hampshire toward 
the involvement ofits several members 
in social action?
Through what institutional structure 
should the University of New Hampshire 
conduct its manifold and continuing con­
cern with social issues?
We interpreted our charge to be that' 
of seeking answers to these questions. 
The respective sections of this report 
embody our recommendations.
I. PO LICY
Because the University is a uni­
versity of diverse persons and groups, 
interests, beliefs and values, it cannot 
in general take sides on poi’ cy ques­
tions on which the larger society is 
undecided. As an institution, its pro­
per posture is neutrality. When division 
threatens the security, cohesion, and 
stability of the nation, as in the case of 
Vietnam, a posture of neutrality is 
painful to maintain but it is an essen­
tial condition of the University’ s con­
tributing to the ultimate resolution of 
the nation’ s dilemma.
A. Public Policy Directly Affecting 
Education
Neutrality on policy issues in general 
does not imply neutrality with respect 
to its own mission. The University is 
united by a common commitment to edu­
cation, including discovery, preserva­
tion, and creation. The larger society 
has delivered education into the Uni­
versity’ s particular care, and the Uni­
versity has an obligation to give coun­
sel on all matters clearly and present­
ly affecting its stewardship.
The University’ s educational mis­
sion is affected in many ways, nega­
tive and positive, by the Vietnam con­
flict. The draft, war contracts, and 
the competing financial needs of war 
and education come readily to mind. 
The University should maintain a de­
tailed review of the direct effects of 
the War on its students, faculty and 
administration. We fail to see the 
wisdom of officially polling the uni­
versity community to determine the 
percentage of those for and against 
the War, thus giving equal weight to 
unequally informed opinions. We do 
see merit in determining the exact 
extent and seriousness of the War’ s 
impact on the University community. 
From the facts thus made available, 
and mindful that education is impos­
sible except in a free and ordered so­
ciety, the University should take a 
stand on, and argue in the appropriate 
councils for, policies which will pre­
serve and extend the availability of 
education, improve its quality and rele­
vance, and assure reasonable freedom, 
security, and peace of mind to those 
engaged in it.
Statement of the University’ s posi­
tion on public policies is the respon­
sibility of the President of the Uni­
versity. In order that this position 
will reflect the best available judg­
ment, the President should seek coun­
sel throughout the University, and it 
is the duty of the several members 
and groups of the University to give 
such counsel. The University com­
munity will be able to discharge this 
obligation only if it is fully informed.
To the extent that we ourselves are 
informed concerning the University’ s 
positions on public policies - on the 
conduct of the draft, for example, and 
on secret contracts - we find no rea­
son to be critical of these positions. 
That we must qualify this with the 
phrase, “ to the extent that we our­
selves are informed,’ ’ is indicative, 
however, of a communication prob­
lem: of a failure to make the Uni­
versity as a whole, especially its 
students, sufficiently aware of past 
decisions and pending issues. While 
recognizing both the prudence and the 
modesty of reticence, we believe ex­
cessive reticence has been a major 
source of distrust and discontent. We 
urge the President to be vigorous in 
communicating with students and fa­
culty on questions of University poli­
cy.
B. Internal Policy
Within legal limits, the University 
can set its own admissions policies, 
its own recruitment policies, and its 
own policies with respect to pre-uni­
versity preparation of disadvantaged 
groups. It controls its own scholar­
ship funds and its own job opportu­
nities, both student and faculty. In 
these and similar areas the University 
should give courageous and imaginative 
leadership to the desire for better edu- 
cation^ more generally and equitably 
available.
Education is directly affected by the 
world-wide student desire for a larger 
part in university government. Uni­
versities clearly must engage active­
ly in resolving this crisis in their in­
ternal affairs. Education is impossible 
in an atmosphere of hostility, suspicion, 
and constant crisis. It is also impos­
sible when, as too often in the past, 
faculty, students and administration 
have been indifferent and basically 
irrelevant to one another. The Uni­
versity should move more vigorously 
than it yet has toward true community 
integrated by common involvement in 
education. Education is not of the 
student by the faculty for the adminis­
tration, but of, by, and for the Univer­
sity.
n. EDUCAT IO N  A N D  R ESEAR C H
Neutrality is not disinterest.
That a subject is of wide, urgent, 
and controversial concern is not a 
, reason for retreating from it but for 
concentrating attention upon it. The 
principal contribution the University 
can make to the Vietnam crisis is 
first to achieve and then to spread 
positive intellectual awareness of the 
full dimensions of the issue. The Uni­
versity should vigorously encourage 
study of the War and the problems it 
raises, particularly those which most 
affect the State of New Hampshire.
While it is the War which has po­
larized national thought and action, 
the University must be positively and 
officially interested in social crisis 
as such. Crisis can be political or 
military, but it can also be biological, 
economic, moral, philosophical, even 
aesthetic. In fostering productive re­
search into the evolution, impact, and 
long-term implications of social cri­
ses, and into alternative courses of 
action in the face of crisis, the Uni­
versity discharges a responsibility to 
the larger society. Study of such cri­
ses can contribute significantly to our 
education. One important function of 
the University is to provide opportu­
nities for relating research and studies 
to social realities. In times of crisis, 
such as the Vietnam War, it becomes 
obvious that the traditional curriculum 
is insufficiently sensitive to the felt 
concern of scholars and students with 
the immediate problems of society.
As for research, it would be appro­
priate for the University to seek out­
side money, to grant released time to 
faculty and students, and to promote 
the dissemination of results through 
publication and through lectures within 
and without the University. Without 
stinting projects of a less topical cha­
racter, special grants of the Universi­
ty’ s own funds might be set asida for 
such research. The coming together of 
special inter-departmental task forces 
could be facilitated.
Educationally, it would be appro­
priate to promote a variety of pro­
grams more flexible than the tradi­
tional course and capable of more 
rapid mobilization. These would in­
clude symposia, debates, guest lec­
tures, student panels, short-term sem­
inars, leaders-in-residence, indepen­
dent study projects for individuals or
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groups, workshops, and the drafting 
of white papers^ expressing alternative 
positions. An effort should be made to 
channel such projects, in any given 
year, toward a single problem. Still 
less formally, some at least of the 
University’ s lecture series could, be 
directed toward the same issue, as 
could some of its convocations. Films 
and television series are a possibility. 
Intensive conferences, involving the 
suspension of classes (or vacations) 
for a period of two or three days, could 
be organized. Coffee hours as well as 
f a c u l t y - s t u d e n t  visiting could be 
brought into the effort. Early in the 
fall, opportunity should be afforded 
for campus-wide discussion of the 
principles and recommendations of this 
report, and, if indicated, their modi­
fication. It would be to the mutual 
benefit of the University and State if 
faculty and students more frequently 
moved outside the walls in connection 
with public issues and if interested 
citizens more frequently participated 
in on-campus programs.
This list is suggestive only: speci­
fic programs would emerge from the 
Commission discussed below. We see 
three principles. (1) Students should 
be actively involved in shaping the 
programs. (2) To the greatest ex­
tent consistent with their flexibility, 
these short-term and ad hoc programs 
should form part of the University’ s 
academic program and carry academic 
credit. (3) Curricular and extra­
curricular projects should be inte­
grated into an over-all program which 
would be relevant and coherent and 
which would add up over the course 
of a year to a significant educational 
experience for the entire University 
community.
Greater social relevance can be 
given to the traditional program of 
“ courses”  by the introduction of a 
Current Issues course. This course 
would be of semester length and in any 
given semester it would be organized 
around a single social issue. Its pur­
pose would be more prolonged and con­
trolled study of an urgent problem area. 
The course should be structured, but 
should have all the flexibility possible. 
It should not be bound within any single 
department of discipline. Since the 
course would be for involved students, 
it should involve them in its own plan­
ning and government and should involve 
them"'in both research and discussion. 
The course should carry credit but 
should be offered on a pass-fail basis. 
It should include participation by im­
portant figures from off campus. It 
should not be so rigidly structured as 
to make it unresponsive to fluctuations 
in the morning’ s news: materials more 
addaptable than the book ordered two 
months in advance would have to be 
utilized. But again, we offer only sug­
gestions, leaving actual design to the 
Commission discussed below andtathe 
faculty and students directly concerned.
ni. SOCIAL ACTION
Neutrality is not passivity.
The strength of the University lies 
in the diverse activities of its several 
members. The task of the institution 
is to protect the freedom of its mem­
bers and support them impartially in 
their relevant activities. Only within 
a posture of institutional neutrality can 
the University sustain the various and 
sometimes conflicting involvements of 
its members.
In the present period of crisis, with 
the nation divided, many members of the 
University find themselves compelled 
by reasons of conscience to take a de­
cisive stand and to work actively to 
shape public policy. To do so is their 
right and it is so recognized by the 
University.
More to the point, at this time, is 
the fact that social action, undertaken 
by open, reflective, responsible indi­
viduals (and no other sort of person 
should be connected with a university), 
is itself a unique educational experi­
ence. Furthermore, the University is 
a special resource of individuals with 
various special talents, information, 
and techniques at their disposal, and 
it is to the ultimate benefit of the 
larger society that these individuals 
become involved in the shaping of 
policy. For both these reasons, the 
University should actively encourage 
and support intelligent, active, legal 
response on the part of individual 
students and faculty to Vietnam and 
other manifestations of social crisis. 
Such encouragement of “ a c t i v i s m ”  
would be inconsistent with neutrality 
only if it failed to be impartial.
Off-campus experience in social ac­
tion, responsibly organized and re­
viewed, should be supported by the 
University by such means as released 
time, academic credit, publication, and 
prizes for significant reports. In 
return for the University’ s support, in­
dividuals engaged in s o c i a l  action 
should educate the University concern­
ing the nature and rationale of their 
activities. Through a speakers’ bu­
reau, or television, the University 
could share this education with the 
State. This is one way in which the 
walls dividing academia from society 
might be breached. In our judgment, 
it is a no less responsible way than 
encouraging students to gain practical 
experience in business. Service in 
Vietnam is itself a form of direct so­
cial action, and we have heard numer­
ous requests that the University en­
courage students who have been to 
Vietnam to share their thoughts with 
the rest of us. We endorse such sug­
gestions.
On campus, the University can make 
available not only its physical plant, 
as at present, but its organizing abili­
ty. For example, we see no reason 
why, in the fall, the University should 
not officially sponsor a “ Vietnam Day.”  
Such a Day would recall to all of us the 
dimensions of Vietnam, give us occa­
sion to reassess our views, and en­
courage us to focus on the religious 
and philosophical implications of the 
War. We see no reason against in­
viting various religious and political 
groups to assemble for peaceful vigils, 
rallies, walks, talk-ins, tape-ins, or 
what not. Indeed  ̂ if Vietnam is as 
critical then as now, we believe such 
a Day would be of significant value. 
Once again, sponsorship of such an 
occasion would be inconsistent with 
the University’ s neutrality only if the 
University were partial to one point 
of view.
Some action projects rather obvious­
ly deserve support -  for example, the 
exchange of faculty and students with 
Negro universities. Other projects 
would have to be most exactingly e- 
valuated and reviewed to warrant Uni­
versity support. But the alternative is 
to deny the University all initiative in 
a field which is the most urgent of all 
concerns to many of its members, es­
pecially students. We do not think the 
University could fulfill its educational 
mission if it were as completely iso­
lated from its students as it would be 
if it withdrew completely from this 
controversial area. The design of 
acceptable standards and controls is 
one of the many tasks we turn over 
to the permanent Commission.
IV. COMMISION OF CONTEMPO­
RA RY  ISSUES
The programs recommended above 
will require a form of flexible control 
not presently found in the University.
To administer these programs, and to 
devise new ones as occasion warrants, 
we recommend the establishment of a 
Commission on Contemporary Issues.
The Commission would be respon­
sible for:
a) designating the issue or issues on 
which to focus all University programs 
in this area;
b) staffing and providing continuity 
and supervision to the Current Issues 
course;
c) coordinating research relevant to 
the designated issue;
d) promoting and coordinating ad hoc 
educational projects, both curricular 
and extra-curricular;
e) suggesting, controlling, and re­
viewing educationally valuable projects 
of social action.
In carrying out its work, the Com­
mission would:
a) receive, evaluate, coordinate, and 
assist projects initiated by others. With 
respect to such projects, the Commis­
sion would be a clearing house and an 
instrument for rapidly mobilizing the 
University’ s resources;
b) take the initiative in suggesting, 
stimulating, and encouraging appropri­
ate research, study, and action; it is 
because the Commission would have 
this active role that we believe it must 
have a paid Executive Director. With­
out such a position, we believe the Com­
mission would soon lapse into a passive 
role;
c) cooperate with other offices of the 
University in seeking outside financial 
support for its work.
The Commission should be empow­
ered to dispense funds and to grant 
academic credit to students - both, 
obviously, within limits. It would 
also be empowered to negotiate with 
deans and chairmen relative to faculty 
time and with faculty members relative 
to student time.
Experience will suggest to the Com­
mission its own optimal size, composi­
tion, and organization. We recommend 
that originally the Commission consist 
of four students, one of whom the Com­
mission will select as its chairman, and 
three members of the faculty, to be 
designated by the President of the Stu- 
dnet Senate and the President of the Uni­
versity, respectively. We suggest that 
in subsequent years applications for 
membership be solicited flrom the Uni­
versity community, and that a final se­
lection be made by a committee consist­
ing of the chairman of the retiringCom- 
mission, two representatives appointed 
by the President of the University, and 
two appointed by the President of the 
Student Senate.
Selected by and responsible to the 
Commission should be a full-time, paid 
Executive Director of Contemporary 
Issues. The Executive Director’ s term 
would be one year, and no person should 
hold the post for more than three years. 
Assisting the Executive Director should 
be two part-time, paid students, to be 
selected by the Director with the advice 
and consent of the Commission.
The responsibility of responding to 
urgent social issues attaches to the 
University as a whole -  students, facul­
ty, and administration. It follows that 
the financial burden of implementing 
this report should fall on faculty, stu­
dents, and administrative officers as 
well as OB tax money and foundation 
support. Otherwise, we would be com­
mitting not ourselves, but other peo­
ple’ s money, a hollow expression of 
our concern. We therefore recommend 
that a reasonable part of the cost of 
the program suggested herein be raised 
by a slight but clearly visible increase 
in student fees and a slight but clearly 
visible diversion of funds from faculty 
and administrative salaries.
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Fernandez and FrataroBi Re-elected
Senior Class
Senior Officers: Newly-elect­
ed senior class officers are (left 
to right) Pip Robinson, treasurer; 
Jose Fernandez, president; Toni 
Valley, secretary; and Dick Cou­
ture, vice-president. Robinson 
and Fernandez are incumbents.
Junior Officers: Junior class 
officers elected Thursday are 
(left to right) Bob MacEwan, 
treasurer; Carmen Fratarolli, 
president; Barbara Malecki, 
secretary; and Bob Near, vice- 
president. Fratarolli served as 




Young Republicans Wont State Tax Reform Two Dorms In Debt To RHAC
Stevens Lists Year's AchievementsThe University of New Hamp­shire Young Republican Club 
called for tax reform in the form 
of a broad-based tax, clear posi­
tions by candidates for state 
office on the tax issue, and sup­
port for the recent report of the 
commission on Professional 
Rights and Responsibilities of 
the New Hampshire Education 
Association, in three resolutions 
passed at a meeting of the club 
Thursday evening.
Calling on the club to do “ what 
is right, not what is politically 
expedient,”  clubPresidentBrad-
of the state and thus relieve local mendations of the Commission 
governmental units of the burden on Professional Rights and Re- 
of paying an unfair share of the sponsibilities of the New Hamp- 
cost of government. Such reform shire Education Association, es- 
should include anon-discrimina- pecially the request of Governor 
tory broad-based tax which would King to call a special session 
allow essential educational and of the Legislature this summer to 
social needs to be met and deal with the educational and 
property owners to pay only a fiscal problems of New Hamp- 
proportionally fair share of shire. This club calls upon the 
taxes. state to keep its promises of
2. Resolved: The Young Re- quality primary, secondary, and 
publican Club of the University college education in New Hamp- 
of New Hampshire calls upon all shire by matching the existing 
candidates for state office in policy of quality education with 
either party to declare their demonstrated practice of willing-
ford Cook proposed the following views on the broad-based tax uess to pay for it through in- 
three resolutions: issue clearly and distinctly. creased state aid and fiscal re-
1. Resolved: The Young Re- 3. The Young Republican Club sponsibility.
publican Club of the University of the University of New Hamp- Each of the resolutions passed 
of New Hampshire calls upon the shire recognizes the need for in- by margins exceeding two to one,
state government of New Hamp- creased state aid to education and following discussion. Twenty-
shire to reform the tax structure supports the findings andrecom- three members voted.
Before the vote on the reso­
lutions, the club discussed the 
platform of the state party with 
Strafford County Republican 
Chairman Barry Clough of Far­
mington, a member of the Plat­
form Committee of the party.
A copy of the resolutions was 
given to Clough for the Platform
GOOD LUCK ON FINALS 
To Help You Along, 







7. Pasteries & Bread
8. M ilk and Juice
9. 19( Magic Exam Pens
10. Commiseration
TOWN AND a M P U S
Hunter Hall remains the only 
dorm on campus which has still 
paid none of its RHAC dues for 
the current school year. Hunter 
owes $168.00, and McLaughlin, 
which has paid part of its dues, 
owes $56.00.
Doug Stevens, president of the 
Residence Hall Advisory Council, 
listed the unpaid dues this week as 
part of a cumulative progress 
report for the year.
In the report, Stevens also 
cited ten accomplishments of the 
organization during 1967-68.
concern that their opinion on what 
is right for the party is expressed 
at the state convention in Sep­
tember,”  Cook said.
Cook said that, with the reso­
lutions, “ We were trying to dis­
pell the image that the University 
community has of the club as a 
force of reaction, and at least 
on our part, to show that we have 
quite enough to face situations 
as they exist.**
“ I hope that the rest of the party 
and the Democrats, too, will 
Committee. The action was taken follow the example which we 
to “ demonstrate the students* have tried to set,** Cook added.
C lA S S IF IE D A D S
CASH  FOR Y O U R  BOOKS: We buy all hardback and paper­
back booksevery Thursday afternoon 1 — 4 p.m. The BOOK  
CO-OP, 12 Rosemary Lane, Durham, TsI. H.
FOR R E N T : 2 bedroom apartment, for rent during summer. 
2 minute walk to T-HalL Call 659-3130.
YO U N G  COUPLE with six month old child looking for a 
two bedroom apartment or small house to rent in Durham. 
Please contact Bill at 868-2681.
AT T EN T IO N  UNH STUDEN TS: Special discount anytime 
during open bowling. 30 cents a string. I.D. Cards must be 
shown. Friendship Lanes, Route 108 North Main Street, 
Newmarket, N. H. Hours: 1:00 p.m. 'til midnight. Tele­
phone 659-5124 for reservations.
FOR SA LE: Honda Superhawk, 300 cc. Low mileage, 
excellent condition. Luggage rack and helmet incl. Call Ken 
Brown 742-5469 or drop in to the New Hampshire office.
GO OD SU M M ER  JOB — B IG  PAY: If you live in Man­
chester—Concord— Nashua—Portsmouth Areas. We have the 
answer to your employment. Car required. Call collect, 
Manchester 624-4061, anytime.
STOLEN: from McLaughlin Hall, a girls American, blue- 
green, beaten up, rusty bicycle with a back fender side seat. 
Will the creepus maximus who took it please return it? At 
least the padlock. Faith Green, Ext. 411.
FOR SA LE: 1965 Corvair Corsair, Convertable, white, 
bucket seats, 4-on-the-floor, turbocharged, 180 H.P. eng. 
Inspected, good shape, 34,000 miles, call 868-2636.
They include i
1. Two workshops for hall 
officers.
2. Changes in room draw pro­
cedures to allow women in Jessie 
Doe and International House a 
better opportunity to get the halls 
they desire.
3. Removal of Student Rule 
12.431 which required women to 
attend hall meetings.
4. Recommendation of a 
change in student rule 12.41 which 
would give 20 year olds the right 
to live off campus. The change 
is pending before the joint com­
mittee on student rights and rules 
of the University Senate.
5. Membership, for the first 
time, in the National Association 
of College and University Resi­
dence Halls. “ We plan to use 
their files on everything from 
student apathy to meal ticket sys­
tems,”  Stevens said.
6. A newsletter has been pub­
lished, *and its second edition will 
go out this week. It contains 
things which RHAC has acted upon 
both in committees and as a body.
7. Establishment of a com­
mittee to meet regularly with 
Dean Richard Stevens to discuss 
student problems.
8. Consideration of a set of 
regulations concerning house 
councils. The rules are an at­
tempt to help organize and 
strengthen house council, ex­
plained Stevens.
9. Proposal of a change in the 
housing contract, to be presented 
to the Housing Office in the near 
future.
10. Examination of current 
parietal regulations, the alcohol 
policy, fire drill regulations, and 
room dr^w policies.
Two Professors Retire
The University of New Hamp­
shire Trustees have announced 
that two professors will retire 
this year. They are Irving Bart­
ley, associate professor emeri­
tus of music, and Wayne S. Koch, 
professor emeritus of education.
Meet your friends 
at
The Keg Room
for Pizza and Beer 
(Downstairs in the Pizza Den) 
you must be 21 years of age
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SCORR Program 'Breaks Cycle of Poverty’
by Mike Comendui
When classes end this month 
for UNH students, classes will 
also end for at least 100 Dover, 
Newmarket, and Portsmouth 
children who are tutored weekly 
by University volunteers.
SCDRR, a tutoring program 
“ for the disadvantaged child,”  
grew out of SCORR, the Sea 
Coast Organization for Race and 
Religion.
Richard Polonsky, a Stoke Hall 
resident, is executive director 
of the program at UNH. The 
program was started in Febru­
ary, 1966, by Mrs. Thomas Dud­
ley of Durham, SCORR began 
with 40 UNH students as tutors; 
it now has 100.
According to a paper written 
by one UNH student volunteer, the
two guide words for the program 
are “ education and involve­
ment.”  Students in the project 
are trying to “ break the cycle 
of poverty through education and 
involve people in a meaningful 
way.”
“ Tutoring is a very personal­
ized style of learning which de­
velops between the tutor and the 
tutee,”  Polonsky said. Certain 
methods of teaching are recom­
mended to the students, but tutors 
decide for themselves what tech­
niques to use. Each UNH volun­
teer, however, keeps a record of 
the child’ s progress. Often an 
index card is used to record 
response of a tutee to certain 
methods.
Eight UNH faculty members 
comprise an advisory board, for 
SCORR. Members include G.
Sophomore Chris Pederson looks on approvingly as one of her 
students diligently “ marks the right answers”  in his workbook.
(photo by Sanborn)
"Sou/” Scheduled for Sunday; 
Hkkok Will Direct Oratorio
The Brooklyn College Festival 
Chorus, under the direction of 
Robert Hickok, will p e r f o r m  
George Frederick Handel’ s dra­
matic oratorio “ Saul” , Sunday, 
May 26, at the University of New 
Hampshire.
Professional soloists from the 
New York area will appear with 
the chorus. Taking p r i n c i p l e  
roles in the work are Marvin 
Hayes, b a s s ;  John F e r r a n t e ,  
countertenor; Constantine Cas- 
solas, tenor; Lois Bove, soprano; 
and B. C. faculty member Jean 
Hakes, soprano. Other soloists 
include Bianca Sauler, soprano; 
Arthur Burrows, baritone; and 
UNH alumnus Jon Long, tenor.
A full orchestra of musicians 
from the Boston, New York, and 
Durham areas will accompany 
the chorus. Stoddard Lincoln is 
solo harpsichordist, and Ruth 
Alsop, B. C. Music Department 
faculty member, will play the 
cello solos.
The Brooklyn College Festival 
Chorus combines the Brooklyn 
College Chorus and the Brooklyn 
College Chorale, which consists 
of students, faculty and members 
of the college community. The 
chorale, performs Renaissance,
Baroque, and contemporary cho 
ral literature several times each 
year; its concerts in Carjiegie 
Recital Hall and Town Hall have 
been widely acclaimed.
Combined with the Brooklyn 
College Chorus, it presents a 
Baroque Festival of rarely-heard 
works of the 16th and ,17th cen­
turies each spring. After years 
of research by Hickok and his 
Festival staff, Handel’ s 1738 ora­
torio “ Saul”  was first performed 
in the U. S. in its complete form 
in 1961.
After considerable discussion 
and intensive testing, H i c k o k  
chose to do the May 26 perform­
ance of “ Saul”  in the UNH Field 
House, with its capacity of 2,600 
seats, because of the “ excel­
lent”  acoustics there. Tickets 
for the 2 p.m. concert are $5 
for special orchestra seats, $3.50 
for orchestra seats, and $2 for 
unreserved seats.
Tickets are available through 
the Ticket Office, 212 Huddle­
ston Hall, UNH, Durham, N.H., 
03824. Checks should be made 
payable to the Sidore Distin­
guished Lectures Series, which 
is sponsoring the program.
Congratulations to the graduates, 
and our sincere thanks fo r the many courtesies 
extended to us while you were in Durham.
DURHAM HOUSE
Durham’s Gift Center
Alfred Forsyth, psychology; Ro- 
selmina Indrisano, education; 
Fred Samuels, economics; Eu­
gene A. Savage, associate direc­
tor of admissions; Philip Smith, 
education; Jane Stearns, finan­
cial aids officer; Richard 
Stevens, associate dean of stu­
dents; and Mason Wakstein, 
speech and drama.
Chaplains Joseph Axenrothand 
Vincent Lawless also advise the 
tutors.
Most of the children were se­
lected from lists received by 
p r o j e c t  SCORR from various 
sources. In Portsmouth, a group 
of Vista workers cooperated in 
finding families. A Dover com­
munity center also helped in ob­
taining names of prospective tu- 
tees.
“ Generally the low-income fa­
milies recognize the value of an 
education and are willing to do 
whatever they can to insure that 
their children complete school,”  
Polonsky said.
The purpose of the program is 
“ to make learning fun,”  main­
tains Charles Eckfeldt, a sopho­
more tutor who lives in Stoke. 
Tutors try to give the child a 
“ different outlook on life.”  UNH 
students must convince the chil­
dren that a good future including 
a job (“ not just pumping gas” ) 
awaits them.
Eckfeldt began work as a 'tu­
tor with some apprehension, he 
said, and tried “ being as friend­
ly as I could without being phony.”  
He first felt some success when 
his tutee started “ laughing and
Tutor Lynn St. 
for her student.
Lawrence seems “ to make learning ftm” 
(ph9to by Sanborn)
smiling back.”
The student remarked that va­
rious techniques may melp a child, 
A tutor might ask his tutee, at a 
first meeting, “ If you had fifty 
dollars to spend, what would you 
buy?”  Eckfeldt asserted that a 
prime objective of SCORR is to 
give a child a series of “ suc­
cess experiences to build his 
self confidence.”
Even comic books are part of 
the SCORR curriculum. Some­
times a tutor and tutee will read 
one-half the comic book, then the 
UNH student will ask the child to 
finish the story. Or a student may 
read a child an advertisement, 
and then ask the pupil to tell him 
all he can remember.
Eckfeldt uses colored pictures 
to test a child’ s imagination. He 
asks a child to make up a story 
about the pictures, taking notes 
on his story. Eckfeldt types the
story, and the following week he 
and the tutee work on sentence 
structure and grammar.
SCORR tutors measure their 
success in many ways. “ If he 
doesn’ t drop out of school at 
sixteen, you’ re a success,”  Eck­
feldt said.
“ It’ s rewarding, whatever you 
do, if his response is favorable,”  
he said.
One major problem of the pro­
gram has been transportation. 
Greeks, faculty members, and 
Alpha Phi Omega service frater­
nity have helped transport tutors 
to and from families.
Next year the SCORR staff 
hopes to expand the program. 
Training workshops will allow 
experienced tutors to aid new 
volunteers and more tutors will 
be sought.
“ It’ s been a learning year,”  
observed Polonsky.
(If you flunk, at least you'll be awake.)
Sure you've used NoDoz to help you 
stay awake the night before an exam.
But have you ever thought of taking 
NoDoz to make yourself a little sharper 
during the exam itself ?
Well, maybe you should.
Let's say you're one of those guys 
who doesn't have to cram like mad the 
night before. (Even so, you're probably 
not getting your usual amount of sleep.)
And let's say the morning of the big 
exam, you find yourself heading for 
class, kind of drowsy and unwound 
and wondering if The Great Brain has 
deserted you in the night.
What do you do-?
You panic, that's what you do.
Or, if you happened to read this ad, 
you walk coolly over to the water cooler 
and wash down a couple of NoDoz, the'
Exam Pill. And before long you're feel­
ing more alert and with it again.
You see, NoDoz helps bring you up 
to your usual level of alertness, so you 
don't just sit there in a fog> it's got what 
it takes to help restore your perception, 
your recall, and even your ability to 
solve problems.
In fact, NoDoz contains the strongest 
stimulant for your mind that you can 
take without a prescription. Yet it's not 
habit forming.
Okay, but what about the guy who 
goofs off all term and has to jam every­
thing in the night before.
Are we saying NoDoz will keep him 
from flaming out ?
Nope.
W e're just saying 
he'll be alert and awake.
As he flunks.
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East-West Housemother, 
Mrs. Sanders Retires
Blue & White Series
by David Abbey
Mrs. Linnea Sanders will 
retire this month after six years 
of firecracker blasts, water 
fights, and wrecked toilets.
The men of East-West argue 
over who will be their house­
mother’ s “ boyfriend of the day,”  
sent her name in on a Playboy 
Bunny application, and call her 
“ mama,”  “ mother,”  and in 
times of severe stress, “ the 
old lady.”
“ She stands out as a pleasant 
contrast in an atmosphere of 
C3micism and sarcasm,”  accord­
ing to one former East-West 
resident.
The sturdy Swedish-born 
woman is seldomwithoutasmile, 
and every morning from 8 a.m. 
on, her “ hello-o-o”  echoes down 
the dorm halls.
After her first year as house­
mother, Mrs. Sanders had the 
option of moving to another 
housing unit, but chose to re­
main and help “ build-up”  
East-West.
One of her three children. 
Hank Sanders, played football 
for UNH and is now head coach 
of Monadnock Regional High 
School. The housemother claims 
when she first brought Hank to 
live in West, she “ almost got 
sick looking at it, and told him 
to move out as soon as possible.”
It has improved since then, she 
believes, and today “ East-West 
is the very best,”  she added.
She is loyal not only to the 
dorm, but to the boys in it, 
whether she is scolding a person 
for not studying, making tea for 
someone with a cold, or shaming 
a person into making his bed by 
doing it herself. “ She is under­
standing,”  residents say.
She maintains an active 
interest in UNH, attending every 
school function she can. Mrs. 
Sanders recently convinced at 
least one other housemother to 
attend the opening of grassing
COLLEGE CORNER
Appreciation Day
to thank you for your patronage throughout the year 
We offer you the following:
Char. Broiled Sirloin Steak 
French Fries — Tossed Salad 
Beverage — Rolls and Butter 
Ice Cream Sundae 
$1.25
C E R E S  S T ., P O R T S M O U T H
HELD  O VER  THRU  M A Y  31st. 
DUE TO POPULAR D EM AN D
THE FANTASTICKS’
—Now In its 9th year in NEW  YORK  
Directed by 
BER N A R D  H IATT  
Thur. - Fri. - Sat. 8:30 P.M.
May 9th thru May 31st 
A L L  T ICK ETS $3.00 
STUDENTS $2.00
M A K E  R ESER V A T IO N S  E A R L Y  
Call 431-6660
THE C H ILD R EN 'S  TH EATER  
"THE P IED  P IP E R "
Sat., May 25th. -  Shows 11:00 PM & 1:30 PM
season in College Woods.
She once sat through two in­
tramural soccer games, rooting 
first on the East Hall side, then 
West. She is the housemother 
for the varsity football team, 
which stays at East^West during 
Fall camp, and received a per­
sonal invitation from Coach 
Yukica to attend all home foot­
ball games this fall.
Two winters ago she slipped 
on a patch of ice and broke her 
kneecap, but was barely in her 
cast when she could be seen 
zipping around the halls in a 
wheelchair.
Student reaction to Mrs. San­
ders is nearly always favorable. 
Comments from the men ranged 
from, “ She might get on you, 
but it’ s always for your own 
good,”  to “ Who else would 
make coffee during finals?”
Pete Conrad, an R.A. in East, 
says, “ She feels every one of 
the 223 guys in the dorm is her 
direct responsibility. When 
they’ re sad, she’ s sad for them, 
and when they’ re happy she’ s 
happy for them. It’ s crazy, but 
that’ s the way she is.”
This is Mrs. Sander’ s last 
year because she thinks, “ A 
change will be good.”
“ I have had five miserable 
and wonderful years here,”  she 
said. “ I will really miss it. 
I’ ll particularly miss all the 
old boys who used to come back 
and visit. That made every­
thing worthwhile.”
Mrs. Sanders, who lives in 
Alton, N.H., is still undecided 
about her future. However, she 
assured students that she will 
keep busy. A trip to visit rela­
tives in Sweden is a possibility.
Recently the housemothers and 
Deans Stevens and Keesey had 
a party for Mrs. Sanders, where 
she was presented with a “ Ph.D. 
for perfect house director,”  
along with other gifts.
Rumor has it that the men of 
East-West will also present her 
with another gift in the near 
future. However since it’ s a 
surprise, they’ re not revealing 
what it is.
Excessive speed continues to 
reign supreme as the number one 
killer on America’ s highways. 
Exceeding the speed limit, ac­
cording to the annual highway 
accident booklet released by the 
Travelers Insurance Companies, 
accounted for nearly 40 percent 
of the 52,200 highway fatalities 
in 1967. Statistics in the booklet 
were compiled from reports by 
state motor vehicle departments.
The vice monarch, reckless 
driving, was responsible for ap­
proximately 15 percent of the 
deaths.
by Ed Holt
Six concerts have been sched­
uled for next year’ s Blue and 
White Series.
The University Concerts Com­
mittee announced this week that 
the Metropolitan Opera Studio 
will present Rossini’ s comic 
ooera “ The Barber of Seville”  
in English, as one of the perfor­
mances.
Also included in the Series 
will be the Bach Collegium and 
Kantorrei Stuttgart, a chorus and 
orchestra from Germany in its 
first American tour enroute to 
the Olympics in Mexico City.
In another program, Alicia 
DeLarrocha, a pianist from Bar­
celona, will present numerous 
Spanish selections.
Janet Baker, a young but 
widely-acclaimed mezzo-sop­
rano from England, will appear 
in concert in February. The 
following month the Boltoph 
Brass Ensemble has scheduled 
a performance contrasting late 
Renaissance with contemporary 
brass literature.
Music from Marlboro, a pro­
duct of Rudolph Serkin’ s efforts 
with Vermont’ s Marlboro Festi­
val, has agreed to appear. This 
group, consisting of five or six 
musicians, is noted for its 
variety, sometimes including 
piano, woodwinds, and/or voice 
in addition to strings.
How does the Concerts Com­
mittee choose the Series? A 
prime consideration is variety. 
One committee member says, 
“ We try to offer within the Series 
as many different kinds of 
musical experiences for the 
serious concert-goer as we can. 
And in another sense, we try to 
vary the Series from year to 
year.”
The Committee consists of two 
students and seven faculty mem­
bers from several different de­
partments. Early in the fall, 
each member draws up a list of 
artists he would like to hear. 
The agents of each choice are 
contacted to find out the dates 
when the artist will be avail­
able, his cost, and background 
information.
Since committee members 
knew of a wide interest on cam­
pus in opera, they investigated 
♦he small number of companies 
/ailable and selected the Met
Opera Studio. This decision 
was based largely on the favor­
able reception of UNH to the 
group several years ago.
Mainly because of the diffi­
culty of finding a large hall with 
good acoustics, the Committee 
decided not to invite a symphony 
orchestra this year. In its place, 
they chose a chorus and orchestra 
with soloists. The Bach Colleg­
ium offers a variety of selec­
tions from the oratorio reper­
toire, and the list of singers 
from which it chooses its solo­
ists is outstanding.
From its very first meetings, 
the Committee hoped to invite 
Janet Baker. The mezzo-soprano 
is not as yet widely known in 
America, but several faculty 
members had reported en­
thusiastically about her European 
performances. Her records 
and European critical acclaim 
suggest that she is just at the 
beginning of a remarkable 
career.
Reviews play an important 
part in selection. While the 
Committee was searching for a 
pianist for the Series, Alicia 
DeLarrocha was receiving cri­
tical raves for her New York 
recitals. She has long been 
famous for her interpretations 
of the fiendishly difficult works 
of the modern Spanish composer, 
Granados, but the reviewers were 
also praising her Bach and Mo­
zart.
The Boltoph Brass Ensemble 
consists of five of Boston’ s vir­
tuoso musicians who alternate 
their programs with works for 
three, four, and five instruments. 
It will mark a rare performance 
by solo wind in Durham.
The selection of Music from 
Marlboro was based on the 
group’ s reputation. The organi­
zation brings together some of the 
finest musicians available, re­
sulting in the performance of 
musical works infrequently heard 
as well as better-known works.
To make the Series more edu­
cational, the Concerts Com­
mittee is trying to obtain the 
services of Miss DeLarrocha and 
the Boltoph Brass Ensemble for 
the afternoon prior to their per­
formance, for an informal 
lecture-de monstration.
Ticket information on the 1968 
69 Blue and White Series will b 
mailed during the summer.
TO A L L  SUBSCR IBERS:
Renew your subscription and be sure of receiving THE NEW HAM PSH IRE next year. 
Mail your complete address and $5.00 subscription rate to: Circulation Manager, THE  




CHECK: Renewed New Subscription
Sea Gull
Jenny Laird and Curt Dawson act in a scene 
from Anton Chekov’ s “ The Sea Gull,”  which will 
be presented at Johnson Theater June 5-8.
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UNH Trackmen LoseToRhode Island, 81-68
The University of Rhode Is­
land’ s track team topped the 
Wildcats Saturday 81-68 in 
Kingston on the basis of second 
and third place finishes.
New Hampshire had nine firsts 
compared to URI’ s eight but the 
Wildcat’ s old problem of depth 
came back to haunt them as 
Rhode Island took nine second 
and eight third place finishes 
to give them the victory.
Bob Crellin was back in form 
for the meet and won his two 
specialities, the 100 and 220 
yard dashes.
Bill Young won the 440 for New
Hampshire with a time of 51.2 
seconds.
Bill Phillips was once again 
high point man with 19 points 
for the meet. Phillips gained 
firsts in the discus and the jave­
lin, seconds in the shotput and 
the long jump and a third in the 
hammer throw.
Bob Vanier captured first place 
in the mile run with a time of 
four minutes, 22.2 seconds.
In the two-mile rim Ev Dunk- 
lee and teammate Larry Martin 
won a two-way tie with a time 
of nine minutes, 56.6 seconds.
Jeff Bannister leaped six feet 
even to win a first in the high
jump.
Yankee Conference winner in 
the hammer throw, Robert-Nar- 
cessian of Rhode Island, took 
first place in the meet Saturday 
with a toss of 199 feet, two inches.
Saturday’ s loss was the second 
in a row for New Hampshire which 
lost its previous meet with North­
eastern and Springfield. UNH is 
now looking forward to the New 
England Championships next Sat­
urday at Chestnut Hill on the Bos­
ton College campus.
The freshmen lost their end 
of the meet by a score of 104 2/3 
to 43 1/3.
1968 University of New Hampshire varsity track teaiB, Yankea Conference Champs, 
top row 1-r; Jack Greenbaum, Bob Vanier, Harvey Bergeron, Bob Nichols, Tom Smart, 
Jim Fiore, John Jackson, Larry Martin  ̂ Bill Young, Dominic Cataldo, manager John Sewell. 
2nd row 1-r; assistant coach Paul Schudel, Roy Morell, Ev Dunklee, Jay Goldsmith, Art 
Learmonth, Jeff Bannister, Dave Eckfeldt, Bill Phillips, Jahn Tibbett, head coach Paul Sweet, 
bottom row 1-r; Steve l^ay. Bob Estabroek, Jim U^am, co-captain A1 Burns, co-captain 
Bob Crellin, Doug Townsend, Ed Tostevin, George Tucker._________0_________
Frosh Split Pair With Dartmouth Nine
The Wildkittens split two 
games with the Dartmouth Fresh­
men this week.
This left their final record at 
4-6. Five losses were attribu­
ted to Ivy League teams.
On Thursday the frosh base- 
baU nine upset the Dartmouth 
freshmen 4-3 at Brackett Field. 
The Wildkittens scored all their 
runs early in the game and then 
held on for the win behind the 
relief pitching of Brian CoUins.
Dartmouth got two runs in the 
first inning off Jim Thomits. 
Coach Frank Conway brought in 
Brian Collins after Thomits re­
tired only one batter, and Col­
lins completed the game allow­
ing only a single run.
The Indians had several 
chances to score, totalling ten 
hits, but Collins continually pit­
ched his way out of trouble.
The teams returned to Hano­
ver for the second game of the 
series on Saturday afternoon. 
John Prado baffled the Wild­
kittens, winning 9-0, allowing 
only a bunt single by Rick Kidder 
in the ninth inning. The Dart­
mouth freshmen belted Gary 
Hummer and Pete Woodman 
for their nine runs on twelve 
hits and five UNH errors.
The Indians wrapped up the 
game with a six-run uprising in 
the sixth inning.
The Wildkittens rallied in their 
half of the first inning to take 
the lead with three runs. After 
Dartmouth tied the game in the 
third, UNH scored the winning 
run in the bottom of the third 
when catcher Paul Daley singled, 
scoring Dale Wilke from second 
base.
The freshmen had only five hits 
off Pea Green hurlers Draper, 
Bell, and Lounger, but coupled 
with four Dartmouth errors they 
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Charles Holt, New Hockey Coach 
Starts UNH WorkSeptember First
Charles Holt, UNH’ s new 
hockey coach will start work on 
the first of September. Holt was 
chosen from 44 others who 
aRJlied after Rube Bjorkman left 
the post to go to the University 
of North Dakota in Grand Forks.
In a telephone interview Holt 
remarked on his new job. “ The 
whole program is a bigger pro­
gram than the one I’ m leaving. 
It’ s really a promotion for me.’ ’ 
When he was asked about re­
cruiting for next year’ s hockey 
team, he said that he’ d done 
very little on his own because 
Bjorkman had done most of the 
recruiting before leaving.
As far as knowing any of the 
players. Holt said, “ The team 
is pretty much new to me. I’ ve 
seen the players, but only as 
members of an opposition team.’ ’ 
On changes in the t } ^  of play 
ttie hockey team will work on. 
Holt said, “ I don’ t really plan 
any changes in the type of play 
the team will work on, but there 
will be the inevitable changes 
that do occur with the changing 
of a coach.”  He further com­
mented, “ No two coaches coach 
alike.”
At present Holt isn’ t sure when 
he’ ll be moving to Durham. He 
first has the problem of selling 
his home in Maine, then of finding 
another home in Durham.
During the summer Holt will be 
directing a hockey clinic for most 
of the summer at Lake Placid, 
N. Y. and hopes to be in Durham 
sometime in mid-August. Once
here he’ ll be head coach for 
hockey and golf as well as ins­
tructing several Physical Educa­
tion courses at the University.
Andrew Mooradian, Director 
of Athletics, said of Holt, “ We 
felt that he had a strong back­
ground in hockey. He was the 
captain of the Dartmouth team 
he played on and has a good back­
ground coaching prep'school 
hockey. He’ s also done a good 
job of coaching at Colby for the 
past six years. Holt is well 
known in hockey, having been 
on the World Hockey team in 
1949 and is presently acting as 
Secretary-Treasurer of the 
American Hockey Coaches As­
sociation.”
Mooradian ended his praise 
of Holt by saying, “ I think 
UNH is fortunate in finding a 
man of this caliber to replace 
Rube Bjorkman.”
With the changing of the years 
there is also a change of co l- 
unms in THE NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
John Donovan and his “ Gospel 
According to John”  will be re­
placed by Bill Moore’ s new col­
umn, “ Jock Talk.”  Moore is 
the newly appointed Sports Edi­
tor of THE NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
He will begin “ Jock Talk”  in 
the first edition of THE NEW 
HAMPSHIRE next FaU. Look 
for it.
Hi, Pm Josh. My mother wants a 
live-in girl to hdp take care o f me 
this summer. We’ll have pool 
privfleges and weekends at Lake 
Winnepesaukee. Contact D. Foster, 
Uberty Hfll Rd., Bedford, N. H. 
472-3988.
Why The UNISPHERE®
Is The Official Microphone 
Of The Association On Tour
They know their microphones are their link with their audience. 
They want you to hear their voices and the lyrics, naturally, 
without howling feedback, without annoying close-up breath 
‘pop , without audience sounds. Pretty tough test for a  micro­
phone . . . routine for the incomparable Shure Unisphere. Just 
ask the better groups.
Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 H artrey Ave., Evanston, 111. 60204
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The Gospel According to John
By John Donovan
Twenty-two former Wildcat la­
crosse greats have responded to 
coach Junie Carbonneau’ s invi­
tation to play against his var­
sity team this Saturday at Cow­
ell Stadium.
No less than seven former 
captains will be present for the 
annual alumni-varsity encounter, 
and thirteen others, including six 
members of the 1958 lacrosse 
team which won nine of eleven 
contests, will also suit up.
That contingent of Wildcats 
set a record for most goals 
scored in one season (134), and 
their leading scorer, Doug Mac- 
Kenzie with 60 points, will play 
Saturday.
“ Bozo”  Kennedy, a crowd- 
pleaser at last year’ s event, will 
return again this year to share 
the goal-tending duties with Alan 
“ Piggy”  De Carlo, last year’ s 
varsity goalie. Joining Kennedy, 
who captained the 1959 Wildcats, 
and DeCarlo, the 1967 captain, 
are: Mike Eastwood (1965 cap­
tain), Jack Doherty (1967), Paul 
Lovallo (1966), Jim West (1963), 
Dick McLean (1966), Bob Urlwin 
(1961), Bill Nelson (1958), Doug 
Carr (1966),' Andy Buni (1958), 
Bob Lamothe (1960 captain), Tom 
Allison (1966), Bob D o h e r t y  
(1967), Bill Clapp (1965), Dick 
Stead (1958), Dave Wood (1960), 
Pete Ballo (1965 captain), Bill 
Johnson (1967 captain), and DicK 
'Levine (1958).
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Weds - Thurs., May 22 - 23
truth
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Show Times: 6:30 - 8:30 
SPECIAL PRICES FOR 
THIS ENGAGEMENT
Friday, May 24
Brouqht Back By Request




Show Times: 6:30 - 8:45
Saturday, May 25
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Show Times: 6:30 - 8:40
Sun. - Mon., May 26 - 27
T i k  G a m e s  
4e : M e n  P l a y
Show Times: 6:30 - 8:30
■usual fare
yVES M OM AN d 
CANdiCE bERQEN
"IjVE for I j l #
Show Times: 6:30 - 8:35
Thurs., May 30
ch t B a ck  B y R eg
Show Times: 6 :3 0 -8 :3 0 ,
Fri., May 31
^ U t  SEM I A N N U A L  E X A M  W E E K  
C A R T O O N  C A R N IV A L - 14 C A R T O O N S , 
IN C LU D IN G  "R O A D  R U N N E R ". "B U G S  
B U N N Y ," "T O M  b  J E R R Y  and "W O O D Y  
W O O D P E C K E R " - SHOW T IM E S  6 :3 0  b  8 :30
Show Times: 6 :3 0 -8 :3 0
Sat., June 1
brought Back By Request
WORLD OF HENRY ORIENT
C LO SIN G  T IL L  S U M M E R  SC H O O L
Rec Notes
Dr. Robert Wear of the Men’ s 
P. E. Department, has announced 
the following schedule for the 
final examination period: Pool: 
open Monday, Tuesday, Wednes­
day, Friday for the first week of 
finals; Monday,  T u e s d a y ,  
Wednesday, T h u r s d a y  for the 
second week of finals; 12-1 (fa­
culty and staff) and 7-8 p.m., for 
everyone; open S a t u r d a y  and 
Sunday (June 1 and 2) 3-5, for 
everyone. Gym: open Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday for 
the first week of finals; Monday, 
Tuesday, and Wednesday for the 
second week of finals; 10-5 p.m. 
and 7-9 p.m., for everyone; open 
Saturday and Sunday (June 1 and 
2), 10-12 a.m. Saturday, and 3-5 
p.m. Saturday and Sunday, for 
everyone.
Squash and Handball Courts: 
open Monday, Tuesday, Wednes­
day, Friday for the first week of 
finals; , Monday ,  T u e s d a y ,  
Wednesday for the second week 
of finals; 10-5 p.m. and7 -9 p.m., 
for everyone; open Saturday and 
Sunday (June 1 and 2) 10-12 a.m. 
Saturday, and 3-5 Saturday and 
Sunday, for everyone.
Pool S c h e d u l e  subject to 
change; check with P. E. Depart­
ment at ext. 595 or 596.
The Last Gospel
Today marks the last appear­
ance of “ The Gospel According 
to John.”  We would like to 
thank every member of the P.E. 
Department, both Men’ s and Wo­
men’ s divisions, for their help 
and cooperation in giving public 
credit to UNH athletes.
After the last hockey game, 
c a p t a i n  Graham Bruder re­
marked, “ The past three years 
at the U have been the happiest 
of my life, and I thank Mr. and 
Mrs. Bjorkman for making them 
so wonderful.”
We would include forty other 
people with the Bjorkmans, from 
Equipment Manager Don Westhus 
and secretary (Mrs.) Florence 
Pierce, to Chairmen of the P.E. 
Department, Dr. Gavin Carter 
and Director of Athletics, An­
drew Mooradian, for making the 
past year so enjoyable for us.
Girls End Net Season
The UNH women’ s tennis team 
recently completed a w i n n i n g  
season with a record of 3-1.
Coach Joyce Mills’ squad de­
feated Salem State College, Ply­
mouth State College and Nasson 
College, but lost to Colby Junior 
College.
The team members i n c l u d e  
Captain Janet Parks, Ellen Op- 
penheimer, Madeline Hecht, Jan­
et Keefe, Karla Pfiel, Nancy 
Fetzer, Karen Hiller, Mary Rob­
inson, Sheila Nottage, Lauralee 
Getchell, Claire Morgan and Lynn 
McCauley.
Baseball





























The New La C»atina 
Restaurant and 
Lounge
The University of Rhode Island 
beat UNH 4-2 at Brackett Field 
Saturday afternoon, handing the 
Wildcats their fourth straight 
defeat. The Rams made two 
runs off starting pitcher Dick 
Masson in the first inning, and 
then matched the Wildcats the 
rest of the way to get the win. 
The loss gives UNH a 2-6 rec­
ord in Yankee Conference games 
and 3-14 overall.
Ed Dacruz singled to left in 
the first to drive in Steve Ai­
ello and Joe Patraca, who had 
reached base on walks off Mas­
son. In the third, Masson got 
himself into trouble again by 
walking John Coppolitino to put 
two men on.
Coach Ted Conner then brought 
in Jim Korpi to relieve Masson. 
In the third Korpi gave up a run 
which was charged to Masson. 
Korpi then gave up only one 
more run in the game with help 
from Pete Riel in the ninth.
UNH scored its first run in 
the fifth on a single by Bob 
Birks, a double by Rich David, 
and a run-producing bunt single 
by Billy Estey. In the eighth 
the Blue scored their final run 
when Phil Chesley scored from 
second base on a delayed double 
steal as Joe Bartlett was caught
in a rundown between first and season slump;  ̂then bounced back 
second. as one of the' top hitters in the
Bartlett led the Wildcat at- Yankee Conference, 
tack with two doubles and a UNH has two home games left 
single. He started the season with Bowdoin and Dartmouth. Ad- 
with a hitting spree, had a mid- mission is free.
Cat Stickmen 
Beat Boston
Coach Junie C a r b o n n e a u ’ s 
Wildcat lacrosse team scored 
heavily in every period Saturday 
to defeat the Boston Lacrosse 
Club 1,3-6 at Cowell Stadium.
The win extended the revived 
Wildcat’ s unbeaten string to three 
games. After losing eight games 
in a row the Cats have bounced 
back to win three of their last 
five contests. The Cats wins in­
clude Boston, Holy Cross, and 
Bowdoin. and a tie with Tufts.
Attackman John Prible con­
tinued to lead the Wildcat’ s new­
found scoring attack. The sopho­
more from Plainview, N. Y., 
penetrated the Boston goal five 
times to post his third five-goal 
game of the season.
Wildcats Pete Steer and Pete 
Paige also had the range on the 
Boston nets and tallied two goals 
apiece. Steve Freeman, Jim 
Kearney, Norm Powers and Bob 
Keating rounded out the scoring 
for Carbonneau’ s stickmen.
Boston’ s Baldwin and Hatton 
kept the score close in the first 
half as they combined for five 
goals. In the second half, how­
ever, the Cats d e f e n s e  held 
Boston to one goal by Jack King.
Top row - Pete Riel, Bob Birks, Joe Bartlett, Phil Cohen, 
Gary Jaquita, Jim Kerschner.
2nd row -  Tom Steininger, Dick Masson, Buddy Walsh, Dave 
Sullivan, Phil Chesley, Bill Newcomb, Coach Ted Conner.
3rd row -  Jim Hayes, Dick Walsh, Bill Chase, Co-capt. Mike 
Farrell, Co-capt. Bill Estey, Rich David, Jim Korpi.
Bottom row -  Batboy Tommy Conner.
SUMMER SCHOOL 
STUDENTS
ISAVINGS UP TO 407, 
OFF LIST PRICE
BUY YOUR T i m  AT
The University Book
CO-OP
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